
 
 

 
 

Enfield Grammar School 
 
Blended Learning Weekly Overview 
Year 7 from Monday 25th January 
 

SUBJECT WORK or ONLINE LESSON WHERE TO FIND IT… 
Art Superheroes and Cityscapes. Google Classroom. 

Any links for online lessons will be 
shared on Google Classroom and 
sent via email. 

Business 
Lesson 4 - Marketing 

Google classroom 

Citizenship 
British Values / Identity in the UK 

Lessons will be a mixture of live 
lessons and google classroom 
tasks. Google Meet Links will be 
emailed to students or posted on 
google classroom. Otherwise 
tasks will be posted onto Google 
Classroom. Students can post 
their work via google docs or can 
take photos of their work and post 
on google classroom.  

Computing  Scratch programming - Creating a 
game 

There will be a blend of live 
lessons and independent 
learning.  
Tasks on Scratch Coding using 
the scratch.mit.edu website and 
Socrative test on Google 
classroom 

D&T Developing proposals + fun practical Full details on Google classroom 

Food & Nutrition Cooking with Kindness - encouraging 
empathy for others through creating 
acts of kindness based around food. 

Google Classroom. 
Any links for online lessons will be 
shared on Google Classroom and 
sent via email. 

English Students will be continuing with ‘Horror 
Writing’ 
Students will gain experience writing in 
a particular genre whilst developing 
their vocabulary, writing skills and 
creative thought. 
Students will also have literacy lessons 

There will be a blend of live 
lessons and independent 
revision/writing tasks to complete. 
Live lesson links will be shared 
with students when these are 
happening. All work will be on 
Google Classroom.  
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set on Literacy Planet and Google 
Classroom.  

French topic school timetable and time 
 
7Y2: describing the school day 

Links to live lessons will be sent to 
student email addresses and 
posted on google classroom.  
All resources will be on google 
classroom 

Geography Continue with the units:  ‘Rivers’ and 
‘Weather and Climate’  

Links to live lessons will be sent to 
student email addresses and 
posted on google classroom.  
All resources will be on google 
classroom 

 History How the Normans got control 
 
Mrs Hardy 7Y1/7X2/7X3 Battle of 
Hastings and Why did William Win? 

Links to live lessons will be sent to 
student email addresses and 
posted on google classroom.  
All resources will be on google 
classroom 

Maths LYP - 7x/Ma4 - Fractions, decimals and 
percentages 
EGU- 7x/Ma2- Angles -Triangles 
EGU- 7y/Ma2 - Angles -Quadrilaterals + 
Polygons 
NZA - 7y-Ma1 Fractions: mixed 
numbers 
VNY- 7y-ma3 fractions, adding and 
subtracting 
Mr Monk - 7x/Ma1 and 7x/Ma2 - 
continuing with Decimals. Mixture of live 
lessons and independent tasks, check 
google classroom at beginning of each 
Maths lesson 
 
ABK - 7xMa3 - Use properties of a 
triangle to work out unknown angles, 
Use the properties of isosceles and 
equilateral triangles to solve problem  

Links of live lessons will be 
shared on Google classroom and 
via emails. Recorded live lessons 
will be shared in Google 
classroom. Class work will be put 
on google classroom.  

Music Keyboard skills and notation Google Classroom 

PE Calorie calculator and workout 
challenge 

Google classroom 

Science 7xSc1 - Matter (Mr Barrett) & Live lessons and set work on 
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Ecosystems (Mr Shepherd) 
7xSc4 - Matter (Mr Barrett) 
7x-sc2 Ms Ladas - Finishing Matter, 
Finishing electromagnets(Mrs Deniz) 
7y/Sc1 - Chemical reactions (Mr 
Hlambelo) 
7ySc2- Matter & Finishing 
electromagnets(Mrs Deniz) 
7y.Sc3 - Matter & Electromagnets 

google classroom and kerboodle. 


